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LOCAL ANALYTICITY IN WEIGHTED LI-SPACES AND
APPLICATIONS TO STABILITY PROBLEMS FOR
VOLTERRA EQUATIONS
BY
G. S. JORDAN, I OLOF J. STAFFANS AND ROBERT L. WHEELER2
ABSTRACT, We study the qualitative properties of the solutions of linear convolution
equations such as x' + x * J.L = f, x + a * x = f and x * J.L = f. We are especially
concerned with finding conditions which ensure that these equations have resolvents
which belong to, or are determined up to a term belonging to, certain weighted
LI-spaces, Our results are obtained as consequences of more general Banach algebra
results on functions that are locally analytic with respect to the elements of a
weighted LI-space. In particular, we derive a proposition of Wiener-Levy type for
weighted LI-spaces which underlies all subsequent results. Our method applies
equally well to equations more general than those mentioned above. We unify and
sharpen the results of several recent papers on the asymptotic behavior of Volterra
convolution equations of the types mentioned above, and indicate how many of
them can be extended to the Fredholm case. In addition, we give necessary and
sufficient conditions on the perturbation term f for the existence of bounded or
integrable solutions x in some critical cases when the corresponding limit equations
have nontrivial solutions.

1. Introduction. This paper IS motivated by recent studies on the asymptotic
behavior for large t of the solutions x of the linear Volterra integral and integrodifferential equations

(l.1)

(l.2)

x(t) + [x(t-s)a(s)ds=/(t),

°

x'(t) + [x(t-s)dJ.L(s) =/(t),

°

tER+=[O,oo),
t E R+ ,x(O) = xo'

As is well known, the solutions of these equations are given by
( 1.3)

(1.4)

x(t) = /(t) - [/(t - s )'I(S) ds,
x(t) =

°

t

'2(t) + [/(t - s h(s) ds,

XO

E R+ ,

t

°

E R+ ,

respectively, where the resolvent '1 and differential resolvent '2 are the solutions of

(l.5)

'l(t) + ['I(t - s)a(s) ds = a(t),

°

t

E R+ ,
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( l.6)
If rl(t) or rit) decays sufficiently rapidly as t ~ 00, then many asymptotic properties of f are inherited by the solution x. Therefore, we are in particular concerned
with finding conditions on a or /L which ensure that r l or r2 belongs to, or is
determined up to a term belonging to, certain weighted LI-spaces.
The problem of the rate of decay of the resolvents r l and r2 has been examined
previously in a variety of ways. The general theory we present is based on a new
variation of a known Banach algebra result [3, p. 82]; it shows that many of the
apparently diverse transform techniques used previously do actually have a common
element. Once recognized, this fact can be used not only to unify earlier results, but
also to strengthen and extend these results and to obtain new results.
Although our motivation comes from the Volterra equations (1.1) and (1.2), the
technique that we use does not rely on the Volterra nature of (1.1) and (1.2). As a
consequence of this fact, almost all of the theory applies equally well to Fredholm
equations of convolution type. The only difference is that one replaces a weighted
LI-space on R+ with a weighted LI-space on the whole line R == (- 00,00). For the
most part, we phrase our results so that they include both cases.
We begin §2 with a discussion of those aspects of the Gelfand-Shilov theory (as
developed in [3]) that we will use. The weighted spaces with which we work are
described, and the concept of local analyticity with respect to the elements of our
Banach algebras is defined. Next, as an easy consequence of a general Banach
algebra result [3, p. 82], we state and prove our basic Proposition 2.3 which underlies
all the subsequent results. As an immediate application of Proposition 2.3, we
deduce a variant of one form of the classical Wiener-Levy theorem [15, p. 63]; this
variant was originally established and applied to Volterra equations by D. F. Shea
and S. Wainger [16, Theorem 2, Condition (10)]. In addition, [16, Theorem 3] is also
deduced from Proposition 2.3. (The main result of [16, Theorem 2 with Condition
(6)] is not a consequence of the methods of this paper; see the discussion preceding
Proposition 7.6 for more details.)
In §3 we define the concept of a zero of finite integral order of a locally analytic
function, the reciprocal notion of a pole, and the even more fundamental concept of
a locally analytic function being smooth of finite integral order at a given point.
Smoothness of a locally analytic function at points on the boundary of its domain is
the crucial property in many of our results. Here we also state and prove our
LI-quotient and LI-remainder results dealing, respectively, with dividing out or
subtracting off singular rational terms at a finite number of poles of a locally
analytic function.
The key property of smoothness of a locally analytic function is examined in §4.
In Lemma 4.3 we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the Laplace transform
fi of a measure /L, finite with respect to a weight, to be smooth of prescribed order at
a point in its domain. In Lemma 4.2 we show that smoothness of a locally analytic
function at a point can arise either from the smoothness of the transforms fi I
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occurring in its representation at the point or from the order of dependence of the
locally analytic function on these transforms at the point.
§5 contains applications of the theory established in the preceding sections. We
first discuss and extend the quotient and remainder results of [8, 10, 13]. In
particular, we observe that the global conditions imposed on the kernels in these
papers (such as moment or moment and monotonicity conditions) are not necessary,
but instead are sufficient to yield, by Lemma 4.3, the required smoothness of their
Laplace transforms. Next, we use the LI-quotient theorem to give the new Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 which settle the question of precisely which type of bounded (or
integrable) perturbations in (Ll), (1.2) give rise to bounded (or integrable) solutions
x. Finally, in Proposition 5.3 and the subsequent discussion we give the connection
between Propositions 5.1,5.2 and the LI-remainder theorems previously discussed.
In §6 we explore the possibility of showing that a function known to belong to one
weighted space actually belongs to another space with a larger weight. A key concept
here is that of the order of dependence of an analytic function on each of its
arguments at a fixed point. The basic result, Theorem 6.1, is used to obtain some
recent results of Jordan and Wheeler on the rates of decay of the resolvents r l and r2
[12, Theorems 1 and 2].
In §7 the concept of extended local analyticity is introduced and the basic result
of this section, Theorem 7.2, is given. We then use this theorem to obtain necessary
and sufficient conditions for the resolvent r l or r2 to belong to a weighted LI-space
when the kernel a in (Ll) does not belong to that space, or the measure p, in (1.2)
does not belong to the corresponding weighted space of Borel measures. A recent
result of G. Gripenberg [5] on the integrability of the resolvent of a system of
Volterra integral equations is discussed in relation to Theorem 7.2. We then return to
the paper of Shea and Wainger and discuss their principal result, namely their
extension of the Wiener-Levy Theorem [16, Theorem 2, Condition (6)]; in particular
it is shown that the general case of their theorem follows from the particular case
yielding r l E LI(R+) combined with our Theorem 7.2. We also complete the
discussion of [8] begun in §5. After briefly discussing some results of several authors
on the asymptotic rates of decay of the resolvents r l or r2 , we conclude §7 with a
result about locally analytic functions with fractional order zeros or singularities on
the boundaries of their domains, and an application to a perturbation problem for
linear Volterra equations.
Finally, in the last section we define the notion of pseudo local analyticity with
respect to a weighted space of measures on R or R+ , and obtain an analogue of
Proposition 2.3 in this setting. We conclude with a brief discussion of how this result
can be used to analyze the equation

(l.7)

[x(t-s)dp,(s) =f(t),
o

2. Weighted LI-spaces and locally analytic functions. We begin with a presentation
of the weighted LI-spaces and measure spaces that we use. For more details, see [2,
pp. 56-65; 3, pp. 113-116 and 9, pp. 141-150].
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We call the function p a weight function on R if p is Borel measurable, strictly
positive, p and p-I are locally bounded, and p is submultiplicative, i.e.

pes

(2.1 )

+ t)";;; p(s)p(t)

for s, t E R. Observe that without loss of generality one may always take p(O) = 1
(redefine p(O) if necessary). Some interesting weights that satisfy (2.1) are
t E

P3(t) = exp(ltnp2(t),
P4(t) = exp(/3t)P3(t),

R, S ;;;. 0,

tER,O";;;a<l,
t E

R,

/3

E R.

The space LI( R; p) consists of all complex measurable functions x on R for which

Ilxll == jlx(t)lp(t) dt <

(2.2)

00,

where the integration is taken over R. For x, y E LI(R; p), define the convolution of
x andy by

x * y( t) = j x( t - s) y( s) ds,

(2.3)

where as before we integrate over R. Then LI(R; p) becomes a normed ring (i.e., a
Banach algebra) with convolution multiplication. We let VCR; p) denote the ring one
obtains from LI( R; p) by adjoining a unit.
Define
(2.4)

p = _ inf log p ( t) = _ lim log p ( t )

*

t>O

t

t~oo

t

'

p* = _ sup logp(t) = _ lim logp(t).
t<O

t

t~ -

00

t

Then - 00 < p* ,,;;; p* < 00, and the maximal ideal space of VCR; p) can be identified with II = II U {oo}, where
(2.5)

II

== {z

EC!p* ,,;;; Re

z , ; ; p*},

with the usual topology of the compactified plane [3, pp. 100, 113-115]. The
Gelfand transform of a E LI( R; p) equals its bilateral Laplace transform a( z) ==
/r>Ooo e-Z1a(t) dt (z E II). Observe that the Laplace transform converges absolutely for
z E II, because it follows from (2.4) that

If p is only defined on R + and satisfies (2.1) for s, t E R + , then we call p a weight
on R+ . Trivially, the preceding examples of weights on R become weights on R+ , if
they are restricted to R + . The space L( R + ; p) consists of those complex measurable
functions x on R + which satisfy (2.2), where this time one integrates over R + .
Convolution is defined as in (2.3), except that now the integration is over [0, t]. Then
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L I ( R + ; p) is a normed ring [3, p. 115], and the ring obtained by adj oining a unit to
Ll(R+; p) will be called V(R+; p).

Define p* as in (2.4). Then - 00 < p* .;;; 00. To avoid trivialities we assume
throughout that p* < 00. The maximal ideal space of V(R+; p) can be identified
with IT = IT U {oo}, where
(2.7)

[3, p. 115; 9, p. 148]. Again, the Gelfand transform of a E Ll(R+; p) equals its
Laplace transform a(z) == go e-zta(t) dt (z E IT), and (2.6) holds for r? p* and
with R replaced by R+ .
In the sequel, if we do not specifically state that we work on either R or R+ , then
both possibilities are included. We let LI(p) stand for either Ll(R; p) or Ll(R+; p),
and V(p) for either VCR; p) or V(R+; p). Accordingly, IT is defined by either (2.5)
or (2.7). In the special case p == 1 we abbreviate Ll(R; p), Ll(R+; p), VCR; p) and
V(R+;p)byLl(R),Ll(R+), V(R) and V(R+).
I. Gelfand, D. Raikov and G. Shilov [3, p. 82] call a function <p defined on IT
locally analytic (with respect to the elements of V(p )), if, at each point Zo of IT, <p
has an expansion of the form
(2.8)

<p(z) =

~

/, .... .Ik

a".,dal(Z) - a1(zo)]" ... [ak(z) - ak(zo)]\

valid in a neighborhood of zoo Here the a", .. ,lk are constants, and the a j (1 ';;;j';;; k)
are elements of V( p). The word" neighborhood" means an open subset of IT rather
than an open subset of the compactified complex plane. It is supposed that the
multiple power series

1/(~I""'~k)=

~

a",,lk~;""~~

/ , •...• / k

converges in a neighborhood of zero in C k • The elements a 1, • •• , a k as well as their
number k may depend on Z00 Observe that without loss of generality one may
assume aj E Ll(p) instead of aj E V(p) (replace a/z) by a/z) - a/oo»). We shall
refer to the preceding concept as "local analyticity [3]" to distinguish it from a
related concept defined below and referred to as "local analyticity".
Theorem 1 in [3, p. 82] applied to the ring V(p) can be stated as follows (see [3, p.
291] for the history of this theorem):
THEOREM A. Let <p be locally analytic [3] on IT. Then <p is the Laplace transform of
an element in V(p).

Of course, the preceding definition of local analyticity may be rephrased without
an explicit reference to power series. Namely, the function 1/ is an analytic function
of k complex variables in a neighborhood of zero, and so

t/;Ul""'~k) ==1/(~1 - al(zO)""'~k - ak(zo)
is analytic in a neighborhood of (a1(zo)"" ,ak(zo»). Thus, <p is locally analytic [3] at

Zo if it is of the form

(2.9)
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in a neighborhood of zo, where I[; is analytic at (al(zo), ... ,ak(zo)), and a j E LI(p)
(1 ,,;;;;j,,;;;; k). The number k and the functions I[; and aj may vary from point to point.
For our purposes the representation (2.9) is not sufficiently general since we want
to let I[; in (2.9) depend explicitly on z, and not only implicitly through
al(z), ... ,ak(z). In addition, in some cases we want to replace the functions a j by
measures.
Let M( p ) be the set of locally finite, Borel measures JL on R or R + satisfying

IIJLII == j

p(t) dIJLI(t) <

00,

where I JL I is the total variation measure of JL. Since every a E LI(p) can be identified
with an absolutely continuous measure, we have LI(p) C M(p). Define the convolution of a E LI(p) and JL E M(p) by
JL*a(t)=a*JL(t)= ja(t-s)dJL(s),

where the integration is over either R or [0, t]. If a E LI(p) and JL E M(p), then

JL * a E LI(p). Again,

(2.10) M(p)

C M( e- rt )

for every r E R satisfying p* ,,;;;; r ,,;;;; p* (or r ;;;, p*).

Also, for z E II, we let fl( z) denote the bilateral Laplace-Stieltjes transform of
JL E M(p). When p == 1 we write M(R) or M(R+) instead of M(p).
DEFINITION 2.1. We call a function <p locally analytic at a point Zo E II, if <p is
defined in a neighborhood of zo, and there exist measures JLI"" ,JLk in M(p) and a
function 1[;( z, ~I" •• '~k) analytic at (zo, fll( zo),' .. ,flk( zo)) such that

in a neighborhood of zoo We say that <p is locally analytic at infinity if <p is defined in a
neighborhood of infinity, and there exist functions a l , ... ,an in LI(p), measures
JLI, ... ,JLk in M(p), and a function l[;(z,'I'/I, ... ,'I'/n' ~I""'~k) analytic at (0,0, ... ,0)
such that

in a neighborhood of infinity. Finally, we say that <p is locally analytic if it is locally
analytic at each point of II.

Here, as in the definition of local analyticity [3], neighborhood means an open
subset of II. Also, it is understood that the sets a I' ... ,a k or JL I' ... ,JL k may be empty.
For example, it suffices if at some point I[; is an analytic function of z alone. Observe
that, since LI(p) C M(p), a measure JLj may be replaced by a function a j in
Definition 2.1, but not conversely. Actually, the representations in Definition 2.1 are
only important on the boundary of II, since in the interior of II local analyticity is
equivalent to analyticity (as a function of the variable z).
LEMMA 2.2. Every locally analytic function is analytic in the interior of II. Conversely, every function analytic on II is locally analytic.
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Lemma 2.2 follows directly from Definition 2.1 combined with the fact that
Laplace transforms are analytic in the interior of their domains of convergence.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let rp be locally analytic. Then rp is locally analytic [3]. In
particular, rp is the Laplace transform of an element of V(p). If, in addition, rp( (0) = 0,
then rp is the Laplace transform of a function a E L'(p).
PROOF. Define e(t) = exp«p* - l)t) (t;;;' 0), e(t) = 0 (t < 0). Then e E L'(p)
and e(z) = (z - p* + It' (z E IT). In particular, e(z) =1= 0 (z E IT).
Let Zo E IT, and let rp(z) = ",(z, P,(z), ... ,Pk(Z)) in a neighborhood of Zo as in
Definition 2.1. Define

~(w'~"""~k) =",(l/w+p* -l,~,/w,···,~dw).
Then
~ (e(z), e(z)p,(z), ... ,e(z)pk(Z)) = ",(z, p,(z)"",Pk{Z))

in a neighborhood of zo, and ~ is analytic at (e(zo)' e(zo)p,(zo),'" ,e(zO)Pk(zO))'
J?efine
= e * Mi, (1 ";;'j";;' k). Then bi E L'(p) and ~ = ePi , so that rp(z) =
",(e(z), b,(z), ... ,bk(z)) in a neighborhood of zoo This means that rp is locally
analytic [3] at Z00
The corresponding argument at infinity is very similar. Let rp( z) =
"'( z -', ale z), . .. , anCz), P,( z)/ z, . .. , Pk( z)/ z) in a neighborhood of infinity as in
Definition 2.1. Define

'J

~ (w,

llI,···,1/n'

~"""~k)

='" ( 1 + (p*W- 1)w

,1/,,···,1/n'

(

~,

)

1 + p* - I w

, ... ,

(

~k)

).

1 + p* - I w

Then ~ is analytic at (0,0, ... ,0), and

rp(z)

= ",(z-', a,(z ), ... ,an(z), p,(z )/z, ... ,Pk(Z )/z)
= ~ (e(z), a,(z ), ... ,an(z), e(z )p,(z ), ... ,e(z )Pk(z))

in a neighborhood of infinity. As before, defining bi = e * Mi' we observe that rp is
locally analytic [3] at infinity.
We have shown that rp is locally analytic [3], and so Theorem A applies to yield
that rp is the Laplace transform of an element in V(p). This element is a measure in
M(p) of the form M= a + a~, where a E L'(p), a E C, and ~ is the unit point mass
at zero. Since Jl(z) = a(z) + a ---> a as z ---> 00, we have that a = 0 when rp(oo) = O.
Thus, in this case, rp is the transform of a function a E L'(p). 0
Proposition 2.3 contains the case of [16, Theorem 2] where [16, Condition (10)]
holds (but certainly not the case where [16, Condition (6)] holds). Take pet) == I
(t ;;;. 0), and denote L'(R+ ; p) by L'(R+). Then p* = 0 and IT = {z I Re z ;;;. OJ.
D. F. Shea and S. Wainger let rp be of the form rp(z) = ",(z, biz + S(z)), where b is
a constant and f3 E L'(R+). They assume that", is analytic on {(z, biz + S(z)) I z
E IT} (including the point (0, 00) if b =1= 0), as well as at (00,0), and that rp( (0) = O.
Define ~(z, w) = ",(z, b/z + w). Then ~ is analytic on {(z, S(z)) IzEIT} as well as
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at (00,0), hence, <p is locally analytic. Proposition 2.3 applies and we get the same
conclusion as in [16], namely, that <p is the Laplace transform of a function
r E L1(R+).
Proposition 2.3 also essentially contains the scalar version of [16, Theorem 3].
There p is a weight function on R+, and <p(z) = (z + p.(Z)t1 (z E II), where
!L E M(R+; p) and z + p.(z) =1= 0 (z E II). Clearly, <p is locally analytic on II. Also,
<p is locally analytic at infinity since it can be written in the form
<p(z) = I

ljz

+ fl(z)jz'

Moreover, <p( 00) = O. Thus, by Proposition 2.3, <p is the Laplace transform of a
function r E LI(R+; p). This is the key conclusion in [16, Theorem 3] from which
the other conclusions can be deduced. The general case of [16, Theorem 3] (i.e., the
vector-valued case) can be reduced to the scalar case.
3. Removing poles from a locally analytic function. Let <p be locally analytic. If
<p(z) =1= 0 at some point z E II, then the reciprocal <p-I is also locally analytic at the
same point. However, we are also interested in the local analytical properties of <p-I
at points where <p vanishes. In this connection the notion of a locally analytic zero of
a locally analytic function is crucial.
In the interior of II <p is analytic, and there it is easy to define what one means by
the order of a zero. In particular, <p has only zeros of finite integral order in the
interior of II. On the boundary of II the situation is much more complicated. The
zeros need not be of integral nor of finite order. Even if they are of integral order,
they need not be "locally analytic". For this reason we need the following definitions.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let m be a positive integer. We call Zo E II a (locally analytic)
zero of <p of order at least m if (z - zotm<p(z) is locally analytic at zoo If, in addition,
limz~zo,zErr(z - zo)-m<p(z) =1= 0, then we call Zo a (locally analytic) zero of <p of order
m. Similarly, if zm<p(z) is locally analytic at infinity, then we call infinity a (locally
analytic) zero of <p of order at least m, and if, in addition, limz~oo,zErr zm<p(z) =1= 0,
then we call infinity a (locally analytic) zero of <p of order m.
More precisely, the function 1f; defined by

should be locally analytic at zo' etc.
Definition 3.1 is straightforward, but it does not answer the following question: If
<p has the representation <p(z) = 1f;(z, fll(Z), ... ,flk(Z» in a neighborhood of Zo E II
as in Definition 2.1, and if limz~zo,zErr(z - zotm<p(z) =1= 0, then is it possible to
show that this zero is a locally analytic zero of order m by simply examining the
function 1f; and the measures !L I' ... ,!L k? The same question arises at infinity. We
discuss this problem further in §4.
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The inverse of a zero is a pole:
DEFINITION 3.2. Let m be a positive integer. We call Zo E II a (locally analytic) pole
of cp of order at most m if (z - zo)mcp(z) is locally analytic at zoo If, in addition,
limz~zo.zEII(Z - zo)mcp(z) oF 0, then we call Zo a (locally analtyic) pole of order m. If
z - mcp( z) is locally analytic at infinity, then we call infinity a (locally analtyic) pole of cp
of order at most m, and if, in addition, limz~oo,zEII z-mcp(z) oF 0, then we call infinity
a (locally analytic) pole of order m.
In the sequel we simply write" zero" and "pole" for "locally analytic zero" and
"locally analytic pole".
3.3. A function cp has a zero of order m at Zo E II if and only if cp-l has a
pole of order m at zoo
LEMMA

This follows trivially from the definitions and the fact that cp( zo) oF 0 implies that
is locally analytic at Zo if and only if cp-l is locally analytic at zoo
Let cp be defined on II, except on a set Z consisting of finitely many points
Z = {z I" •• , Z N}' Assume that cp is locally analytic on II \Z, and that cp has a pole of
order at most m j at Zj (1 ,,;;;, j ,,;;;, N). We want to be able to "remove" these poles. One
way to do this is to divide them out.
cp

THEOREM 3.4 (LI-QUOTIENT THEOREM). (i) Let cp be locally analytic on IT except on
a finite set Z = {ZI, ... ,ZN} ~ II, and let cp have a pole of order at most mj at Zj
(1 ,,;;;,j";;;' N). Let Po be any constant satisfying Re Po < p*. Then there exist a function
a E LI(p) and a constant a E C such that

cp(Z)

=[0:

+ a(z)] jgl (:

=:~)

J

m

(Z

E II \Z).

The constant 0: = 0 if and only if cp( 00) = O.
(ii) Let cp be as above, except that cp also has a pole of order at most moo at infinity,
and let Po be as above. Then there exist a function a E LI(p) and a constant 0: E C
such that

(Z E 11\ Z).
The pole at infinity is of order moo if and only if 0: oF O.

The proof of Theorem 3.4 is obvious. Namely, define

in case (i),
I/1(Z)

= cp(z)(z _ por mx

IT

j=l

(Z - Zj )mJ
z-Po

in case (ii), and apply Proposition 2.3 to the locally analytic function 1/1.
We discuss the significance of the L1-Quotient Theorem in §5.
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If one wants to "subtract off" the poles rather than divide them out, then one

needs further assumptions.
DEFINITION 3.5. We call a function cp which is locally analytic at Zo smooth of order
zero at zoo We say that cp is smooth of (integer) order m ;;. 1 at Zo if cp = 11 + 1/;, where
11 is an analytic function of the variable z at zo, and I/; is locally analytic with a zero of
order at least m at zoo
THEOREM 3.6 (LI-REMAINDER THEOREM). (i) Let cp be locally analytic on II except
on a finite set Z = {ZI, ... ,ZN} C II, and let cp have a pole of order m} at z}
(1 ~j ~ N). In addition, suppose that cp-I is smooth of order 2m} at z} (1 ~j ~ N).
Then there exist a function a E LI(p) and constants a, f3/,} (1 ~j ~ N, 1 ~ I ~ m),
13m }'} =1= 0, such that
cp(z) = a(z)

+ a + 'i,f3/jz

- z}r/

(z E

{,}

rhz).

Ifcp(oo) = 0, then a = 0.
(ii) Let cp be as above except that cp also has a pole of order moo at infinity and that
cp-I is smooth of order 2moo at infinity. Then there exist a function a E LI(p) and
constants a/ (0 ~ I ~ moo) and f3/,} (1 ~j ~ N, 1 ~ I ~ m), am", =1= 0, 13m),} =1= 0, such
that

+ 'i,a/z/ + 'i,f3/)z

cp(z) = a(z)

/

(zEII\Z).

- z}r'

{,}

PROOF. (i) Fixj, 1 ~j ~ N. By Lemma 3.3, cp-I has a zero of order m} at z)' Since
cp-I is also smooth of order 2m} at z}' it follows that there exist constants 11/,)
(m) ~ I ~ 2m; - 1), 11 m },} =1= 0, and a function~} locally analytic at z} so that
I

cp- (Z)

=~
,,-l1/j(Z /

ZJ

/

+ (Z

- Z})

2m-

)I/;}(z)

near z}' (Here we have made the observation that the function l1(Z) in Definition 3.5
may be taken to be a polynomial of degree at most 2m} - 1 since the remainder of 11
has a zero of order 2m) and may be absorbed in the locally analytic function I/; in
that definition.) It follows by elementary division that there exist constants 13/,)
(1 ~ I ~ m), 13m r) = 11;;:},) =1= 0, and a locally analytic function X) so that
cp(z) =

'i, f3/)z

- z)r/

{

+ xi z )

for z near Zj' Clearly L.//3/jz - z)-/ is locally analytic on IT \{Zj}' Repeating the
above procedure ~r each j, 1 ~j ~ N, we see that cp(z) - L./,jf3/jz - z)-/ is
locally analytic on II, and part (i) of the theorem follows from Proposition 2.3.
(ii) To prove part (ii) we note that cp-I has a zero of order moo and is smooth of
order 2moo at infinity; hence, there exist constants 11/ (moo ~ I ~ 2moc - 1), 11m =1= 0,
and a function ~oo locally analytic at infinity so that
'"
cp-I( z) = 'i,l1/ Z-/

+ z-2moo~oo( z)

for z near infinity. Again, division yields constants a/ (1 ~ I ~ moo)' am",

= 11-;"1,,,

=1= 0,
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and a function Xoo locally analytic at infinity so that

,

cp(z) = ~alzl

+ Xoo(z)

near infinity. Now, as in case (i), cp(~) - 'i, a,zl - 'i"j[3,jz - Z)-l is locally
analytic on IT. Thus Proposition 2.3 yields that this expression is equal to a(z) + ao,
where a o is a constant and a E LI(p). 0
4. On smoothness and the order of zeros. In §3 we first defined the concept of a
zero of order at least m and then used this concept to define smoothness of order m.
Observe that a point Zo E II is a zero of order m (at least m) of cp if and only if cp is
smooth of order m at Zo and limz~zo,zEI1(z - zotmcp(z) exists and is nonzero
(exists). It turns out that it is more convenient to regard smoothness rather than the
order of a zero as the basic concept. However, in order to effectively use this
concept, we need new ways of characterizing smoothness.
What complicates the use of Definition 3.5 of smoothness is the fact that a locally
analytic function cp has infinitely many representations of the form required in
Definition 2.1. For a specific representation it may not be apparent that cp is actually
the sum of an analytic function of z and a locally analytic function with a zero of
order at least m as required in Definition 3.5; hence, we do not know if our function
cp is smooth of order m at a particular point.
As in Definition 2.1, take Zo E II, /-tl, ... ,/-tk E M(p), -.f(z, ~I""'~k) analytic at
(zo, fil(zo),'" ,Pk(ZO»' and let cp(z) = -.f(z, PI(Z), ... ,Pk(z». In this section we
show that smoothness at Zo can arise in two ways. Either the dependence of -.f on
PI" .. ,Pk is of positive order, or PI" .. ,Pk are smooth. Also, combinations of these
two possibilities may occur.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let -.f(z, ~I"" '~k) be analytic at (zo, 111"" ,11k)' We say that the
dependence of -.f on z with respect to ~j at the point (z 0' 11 l' ... ,11k) is of order at least m
if -.f is of the form
-.f(z, ~1"" '~k) = -.f1(Z, ~1"" '~k)

+ (z

- ZO)m-.f2(Z, ~1"" '~k)'

where -.f I and -.f2 are analytic at (z 0' 11 I' ... ,1/ k) and -.f I is independent of ~ j'
We shall refer to this concept simply as the dependence of -.f on ~i at the given
point.
LEMMA 4.2. Let cp(z) = -.f(z, P1(Z), .. , ,Pk(Z» in a neighborhood of Zo E II, where
/-t\, .. ·,/-tk belong to M(p) and -.f is analytic at (zo, PI(ZO)"",Pk(zO»' Moreover,
suppose that for each}, 1 ~} ~ k, the dependence of -.f on ~i at (zo, p\(zo)" .. ,fik(zo»
is of order at least m j , where ~ mj ~ m, and that fii is smooth of order m - m J at zoo
Then cp is smooth of order m at zoo

°

We postpone the proof of Lemma 4.2 to the end of this section.
To illustrate Lemma 4.2 in the case where smoothness of cp is due to the fact that
the dependence of -.f on the transforms Pj is of positive order, we once more discuss
the example from [16] mentioned in §2. Let cp(z) = -.f(z, biz + /J(z» with b E C,
b =1= 0, [3 E L I( R + ) and -.f analytic at (0, 00). We claim that cp is smooth of order two
at the origin. Without loss of generality, take b = 1 (rescale [3 and 1/;). The analyticity
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of ~ at (0, 00) means that the function ~1(Z, ~) == ~(z, ~-l) is analytic at (0,0); hence
<p(z) = ~1(Z, z(l + z/l(zW I ), where ~l is analytic at (0,0). Define ~(z,~) ==
~(l + z~rl. Then ~ is analytic at (0, /leO)), and <p(z) = ~1(Z, z - Z2~(Z, /l(z))) for z
near 0. Expanding ~l and ~ in power series around (0,0) and (0, /leO)), respectively,
yields that <p(z) has the form <p(z) = a o + alz + Z2~zCZ, /l(z)), where a o and a l are
constants and ~2 is analytic at (0, /leO)). Thus, <p is smooth of order two at z = 0, as
we claimed. This observation (in a modified form) will be quite useful in §6.
As the statement of Lemma 4.2 shows, smoothness of <p may also be due to the
smoothness of the transforms {lj. Trivially, by Definition 3.5, the transform (l of a
measure J1. E M(p) is smooth of order zero on II. Definition 3.5 also tells us when (l
is smooth of order m for m ;;;. 1 at a point Zo E II. However, in this case the rather
general Definition 3.5 may be made more concrete. Also, it may be rephrased in
terms of certain iterated integrals of J1..
LEMMA 4.3. Let J1. E M(p), Zo E II, and m be a positive integer. Then conditions
(i)-(iii) below are equivalent.
(i) (l is smooth of order mat zoo
(ii) (l(z) = p(z) + (z - zonl(z) (z E II), where p is a polynomial of degree at
most m - 1, and a E Ll(p).
(iii) For each j, 1 ~ j ~ m, the jth iterated integral ait) defined by

(4.1 )

belongs to Ll(p).

We remark that the order of integration in (4.1) is important. All integrals in (4.1)
converge absolutely, but for j ;;;. 2 the corresponding joint integrals need not do so.
Of course, if they do converge absolutely, then

t> 0,
t

< 0.

Also, if one is working on R+ , then one defines the ait) to be zero for t < 0. As we
have noted before, fl( z) is an analytic function in the interior of II; hence, fl is
smooth of any order at interior points of II. Thus, in applications, ail) E Ll(p) is
used as a sufficient condition to determine smoothness of fl only at boundary points
of II. In §5 we discuss conditions on J1. which have previously been used in the
literature and which imply that a j E Ll(p).
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3. Clearly (ii) implies (i). Thus, it suffices to show that (i)
implies (iii) and that (iii) implies (ii).
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Before we continue the proof, let us observe that if one knows that aj E L'( p) for
1 ~} ~ m - 1, then a" ... , am may be obtained recursively from a, by the formula
= { - jooezo(t-S)aj_,(s)ds,

(4.2)

a/t)

fl
-00

ezo(t-S)a j _ Js ) ds,

1>0,
t < O.

The integrals in (4.2) converge absolutely because of (2.6). The integrals defining a,
in (4.1), i.e.,
I> 0,

(4.3)

1<

0,

converge absolutely because of (2.10).
Assume that {l is smooth of order mat zoo Define recursively for z E IT,
(4.4)
z = zo,

and for 2

~} ~

m

(4.5)
z = zoo

Here the existence of (l'(zo) and 'P;(zo) (1 ~) ~ m - 1) is ensured by the fact that {l
is smooth of order mat zo, and, for I ~} ~ m, 'Pj is smooth of order m - } at zoo In
particular, every <ll is locally analytic at zoo Clearly 'Pj is also locally analytic
everywhere else in IT, and 'P) 00) = O. Thus, by Proposition 2.3, there exist functions
bj E L'(p), I ~} ~ m, such that ~ = 'Pj'
We claim that aj = bj , I ~} ~ m. By (4.3) and (4.4), the functions e-Zo1al(t) and
e-Zo1b,(t) have the same distribution derivative, namely the sum of e-ZoSdp,(s) and a
point mass at the origin of size -(l(zo). Thus, the difference c = e-Zol[a,(t) - bl(t)]
is a constant. Since, in addition, e-Z01al(t) -> 0 as t ---> 00 and e-Z01b,(/) E LI(p), it
follows that c = 0, and that a, = b, E LI(p). One completes the proof by using
induction (i.e., one repeats the preceding argument with aI' b , replaced by aj , bj , and
p, replaced by a j _ 1 = bj-I') = 2, ... ,m). This shows that (i) implies (iii).
Next, suppose that aj E LI(p) for I ~} ~ m. Then, by (4.3), the distribution
derivative of e-Zo1al(t) equals the sum of e-Zo1dp,(s) and a point mass at the origin of
size -(l(zo)' and so (l(z) = (l(zo) + (z - zo)al(z). Similarly, by (4.2), for 2 ~} ~ m,
aj_l(z) = aj_l(zo) + (z - zo)a)z). Thus,
(l(z) = (l(zo)

+ (z

+ (z

- zo)aJzo)

- zo)m am(z).

In particular, we obtain (ii).

+ ... + (z

- zo)m-lam_l(zo)
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PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2. By the hypothesis and Lemma 4.3, each P- j may be written
in the form
P-j(z) = piz)

+ (z -

zo)m-mjaiz)

where Pj is a polynomial of degree at most m - mj - 1 and aj E LI(p) (if mj = m,
then replace aj by p.). Also, by Definition 4.1 and the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2, for
eachj, 1 , ;;:;, j ,,;;:;, k, t/J has the form

(4.6)

t/J(z, ~I"" '~k) = t/J1j(z, ~I"" '~k)

+ (z

- ZO)m1 t/J2/ Z, ~I"" '~k)'

with t/Jlj and t/J2j analytic at (zo, P-I( zo),· .. , P-k( zo)) and t/Jlj independent of ~j" Define

~ (z, ~I"" '~k)

= t/J( z, PI(Z)

+ (z - zo)m-ml~l"" ,Pk(z) + (z - zo)m-mk~k)'

Then ~ is analytic at (zo, al(zo),'" ,aizo)) and <p(z) = ~(z, al(z), ... ,ak(z)) for z
in a neighborhood of zoo Moreover, it is easy to see using (4.6) and the definition of
~ that

for 1 ";;:;'j";;:;' k, q ;;;. 1 and 0,,;;:;, p , ;;:;, m - 1. This means that ~ is of the form

~ (z, ~l""'~k) = ~I(Z)

+ (z

- ZO)m~2(Z, ~l""'~k)'

where ~l is analytic at Zo and ~2 is analytic at (zo, al(zo), ... ,ak(zo))' Thus <p is
smooth of order m at Z00 0
5. Some applications. In this section we show how the results in §§2-4 can be used
to obtain and extend some theorems of several earlier papers. In addition, we give

the new Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 which provide necessary and sufficient conditions
for the solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) to be bounded or integrable. Proposition 5.3
relates Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 to the theorems discussed earlier in this section.
First, consider a result due to K. B. Hannsgen [8, Theorem 1.1]. Take pet) == I on
R+. Then Ll(p) is LI(R+), p* = 0, and II = {z Eel Rez;;;' O}. Hannsgen studies
a function
fez) = <p(z, al(z), ... ,ak(z))/t/J(z, al(z), ... ,ak(z))

where the a/z) (1 ";;:;'j";;:;' k) are transforms of functions a/t), and where <p and t/J are
analytic on {(z, al(z), ... ,ak(z))lz E II\{O}}. Although the a/t) are not necessarily integrable, Hannsgen's hypothesis that each a/t) belongs to the class H(M, D)
(see [8, p. 103] for the definition of H(M, D)) implies that each aj may be written in
the form aj = ajl + aj2 , where ajl E LI(R+) with ajl(t) == 0 (I;;;' 1) and ajiz) =
p/I/z) + Z-DjP-/Z) (Rez;;;. 0, z =1= 0). Here DJ is a nonnegative integer, Pj is a
polynomial of degree at most Dj , and p.j is a measure on R+ satisfying

(5.1)

l°OtM dlp.)(t) <

00,

o
where M;;;. I is a fixed integer such that Dj ,,;;:;, M
dp./t) = da;frl)(t), where da)2 1)(t) == aj2 (t) dt.

+

I for each j; in particular,
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Define

cj5(z, 1)1,···,1)k' ~I""'~k)
= Ip(z,

1)1

+ PI{l/Z) + Z-Dl~I,···,1)k + Pk(l/z) + Z-Dk~k)'

and let ,j; be the function obtained from 1/; by the same change of variables. Also,
define

II(z) = Ip(z, GI(z ), ... ,Gk(z» = cj5 (z, Gll(z ), ... ,Gkl(Z), PI(Z ), ... ,Pk(Z»,
f2(Z) = 1/;(z, GI(z), ... ,Gk(z») =,j; (z, Gll(z), ... ,Gkl(z), J!1(Z),···,J!k(Z»).
Then fez) = ft(z)/f2(z), and II and f2 are locally analytic on II \ {O}. Moreover,
since the Mth moment of each ajl(t) is finite and (5.1) holds, it follows from
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 that bothfl andf2 are smooth of order M on II \ {O}.
Hannsgen assumes that 12( z) =1= 0 on II \ {O} except at a finite number of points
z" 1 ,,;;;; I,,;;;; L, and that at each point z, II and/2 satisfy
lim

z~z"zEII

(z-Z,r m'f2(Z) =1=0,

lim

z~zl,zEII

(z-z,rm'fl(z)

exists,

where the m, are constants with 1 ,,;;;; m, ,,;;;; M. Since fl and 12 are smooth of order M,
it follows that II has a zero of order at least m, at z" and 12 has a zero of order m, at
z,. Thus, 1/12 has a pole of order m, at z" andf(z) = II(z)/J;(z) is locally analytic
at each z,. Elsewhere in II \ {O} fl and 12 are locally analytic with/2(z) =1= 0; thus,fis
locally analytic in all of II \ {O}. Finally, Hannsgen assumes that I(z) is locally
analytic at infinity with I( (0) = O. Thus, it follows from his assumptions and our
results in §§2-4 that the function f( z) is locally analytic on II except possibly at
z = O. If, in addition, one knows that f( z) is locally analytic at the origin, then
Proposition 2.3 yields Hannsgen's conclusion that f( z) is the Laplace transform of
an integrable function on R + . The question of whether I( z) is locally analytic at the
origin is far from trivial, and we discuss it further in §7.
The result described above is proved in [8] for M ;;;. 2 and 0 ,,;;;; Dj ,,;;;; M + 1, that
is, for kernels alt) belonging to Hannsgen's classes H(M, D), M;;;. 2, 0,,;;;; D ,,;;;; M
+ l. We remark that in II \ {O} the argument given here applies equally well to
kernels ait) in his classes H(1,O), H(1, 1) and H(1,2). Thus, Hannsgen's theorem
can be extended to these classes if I( z) is locally analytic at the origin.
In [8, Corollary 2.1] Hannsgen applies the preceding result to obtain an LI-Remainder Theorem for the (matrix) resolvent of a system of linear Volterra integrodifferential equations. Again, this result could be deduced directly from our Theorem
3.6, provided that the transform of the matrix resolvent is locally analytic at the
origin (see, also, §7).
Next, consider some results due to G. S. Jordan and R. L. Wheeler [13]. Let p be a
weight function on R+ satisfying the additional normalizing condition p* = 0 (as
observed in [13, Remark 2.2], the assumption p* = 0 causes no loss of generality in
the following discussion). (The weight in [13] is, in addition, non decreasing, but we
make no explicit use of this assumption below.) Jordan and Wheeler study the
integral and integrodifferential Volterra equations (1.1), (l.2) and (l. 7). The kernels
a and p. in these equations belong to LI(R+, p) and M(R+-; p), respectively.
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Observe that (Ll) may be regarded as a special case of (1.7). In this section we treat
equations (Ll), (1.2) and (1.5), (1.6) and obtain [13, Theorems 2.1,2.2 and 3.2 and
Corollary 2.1]. Our discussion of equation (1.7) and Theorem 3.1 of [13] which
involves the ring M( R; p) and our notion of pseudo local analyticity with respect to
this ring is postponed until §8.
We let <P I and <P2 be the Laplace transforms of the resolvents '1 and '2 of (1.1) and
(1.2), defined in (1.5) and (l.6), i.e.
(5.2)

a(z)
<PI(Z) = 1 + a(z) ,

(5.3)

<P2 ( z) =

Z

+

1
'() .
JL Z

In [13] the conditions on a and JL imply a E LI(R+; p) and JL E M(R+; p). Because
of the normalizing condition p* = 0, we have II = {z Eel Re Z ;;;;. O}. It is assumed
that 1 + £1(0) 7'= 0 and fiCO) 7'= O. Thus, <PI and <P2 are locally analytic at the origin. It
is also easy to check that <PI and <P2 are locally analytic at infinity (write <P2 in the
form <P2(Z) = z-l(1 + fi(z)/zr l ). Jordan and Wheeler use a combination of moment conditions on derivatives of a and JL which imply that for a fixed positive
integer M, a and fi are smooth of order 2M away from the origin. Thus, by Lemma
4.2, [<PI(ZW I is smooth of order 2M whenever z 7'= 0 and a(z) 7'= 0, and [<piz)fl is
smooth of order 2M for z 7'= O. In Re z > 0 both a( z) and fie z) are analytic, and
hence [<PI(zW I and [<P2(z)f1 are smooth of any order in Rez > 0 (as long as
a(z) 7'= 0). The zeros of the denominators in (5.2) and (5.3) are required to be
different from zero and finite in number, and the orders of the zeros on the line
Re z = 0 are restricted to at most M. Thus, our Theorem 3.6 shows that each
resolvent many be written as a finite sum of products of polynomials and exponentials, plus a remainder term in LI( R + ; p). This implies Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 (as well
as Corollary 2.1) in [13].
In [13, Theorem 3.2] equation (1.2) is studied with the same hypothesis on JL as
above, and with a hypothesis on t which implies that tEL I( R + ; p), and that j is
smooth of order M away from the origin. Again, j is smooth of any order in
Re z > O. The transform of the solution x of (1.2) satisfies x(z) = <P2(z)(X O + j(z».
By Theorem 3.6 we may write this as

(5.4)

x(z) = xoa(z)

+ j(z)a(z) + "i,f3I,j(Z
l.j

- Zjfl(X O + j(z)),

where a E LI( p), Zj 7'= 0 (1 ,,;;, j ,,;;, n) are the zeros of z + fie z), with order Pi'
respectively, and f3 1•j (1 ";;'j";;' n, 1 ,,;;, I,,;;, p) are constants. Now apply Lemma 4.3
with JL replaced by t, Zo replaced by Zj (1 ,,;;, j ,,;;, n), and m replaced by I to get
representations for j(z) which when used in (5.4) give a sum of the type
x(z) = b(z)

+ "i,y"j(z

- zjf',

/

where bE LI(R+; p). This yields the conclusion of [13, Theorem 3.2], namely, that
x is a finite sum of products of polynomials and exponentials, plus a remainder term
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in LI(R+ ; p). (One can also show that the derivative of the remainder belongs to
LI(R+; p).)
If we weaken the hypotheses on a and JL so that a and JL are smooth of order M
rather than smooth of order 2M away from the origin, then the LI-Remainder
Theorem can no longer be applied. However, it is still possible to apply the
LI-Quotient Theorem. The conclusion of Theorem 3.4 is weaker than the conclusion
of Theorem 3.6, but it is strong enough to settle, for example, the question of what
type of bounded (or integrable) perturbations f in (1.1) and (1.2) give rise to
bounded (or integrable) solutions x, as we shall see below.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let a E L I( R + ; p), and let the function I + a( z) have finitely
many zeros Zl"" ,zn in II of (integral) order PI"" ,Pn' Moreover, suppose that x andf
are locally bounded and satisfy (1.1). For I ~j ~ n, 1 ~ I ~ Pi' define
(5.5)

it

1
t-I_
fJ)t) = (i-1)! o(t-s) e z / t s>j(s)ds,

t>O.

Then x = O(p(trl) as t -> 00 if and only iff = O(p(ttl) and fJ,it) = O(p(trl)jor
1 ~j ~ n, 1 ~ I ~ p} as t -> 00. The same statement is true with O(p(trl) replaced by
o(p(tr l ). Finally, x E LI(R+ ; p) if and only iff E LI(R+ ; p) and Fl,} E LI(R+ ; p)
for 1 ~j ~ n, 1 ~ I ~ Pi-

A similar result holds for equation (1.2). There we shall have to require that x'
satisfies the same growth condition as x. However, in general x' exists only almost
everywhere, and therefore we use a slightly different notation. We let the space
L OO( R + ; p) consist of those locally bounded functions y on R + which satisfy
esssuPtER+ Iy(t) I p(t) < 00. If, in addition,
lim esssuply(s)lp(s)

!-- 00

s~t

= 0,

then we write y E L'(j(R+ ; p).
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let JL E M( R + ; p), and let the function z + fi( z) have finitely
many zeros Zl'''' ,zn in II of order PI'''' ,Pn. Moreover, suppose that x is locally
absolutely continuous and f is locally bounded, and that (1.2) holds almost everywhere.
For 1 ~j ~ n, 1 ~ I ~ Pi' define
Ft)t)

= (i ~ 1)! eZjt[xott-1 + fol(t -

s)t-Ie-ZjSf(s) ds],

t > O.

Then x, x' E LOO(R+; p) if and only if fE LOO(R+; p) and Ft ,} E LOO(R+; p) for
1 ~ j ~ n, 1 ~ I ~ Pi' The same statement is true with L OO( R + ; p) replaced by
L'(j(R+; p) or by LI(R+; p).

The proofs of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 are completely similar. We leave the proof
of Proposition 5.1 to the reader.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume that x, x' E LOO(R+; p). Then x * JL E
L OO(R+ ; p), and by (1.2), also f E L OO(R+ ; p).
Transform (1.2) to get

(5.6)

(z

+ ji(z))x(z)

= Xo

+ fez)

(Rez > p*).
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Let z} be a zero of order p} of z + (l(z), and let I,..; I,..; Pi" Define <p(z) =
+ fl(z»/(z - z}l Then <p is locally analytic on II. It is also locally analytic at
infinity, because we can write <p in the form

(z

_

( )
<pz-z

Thus, by Proposition 2.3, <p(z)
b E LI(R+ ; p) (if I> 1, then a

Xo + l( z )
(z - z})

--"-----':""':""-":-1

1-/1

+ {l(z)/z

(1 - z}/z)

I'

= a + b(z) for some constant a and some function
= 0). Substitute this into (5.6) to get

= ax(z)

+ b(z
A

)

X z)
(

(

Rez > p* .
)

=

By elementary Laplace transform theory, this implies that FI,} ax + b * x. Thus
FI,} E L OO( R + ; p), as we claimed.
Conversely, suppose thatfELOO(R+;p) and FI,}ELOO(R+;p) for 1 "';j"';n,

1 ,..; I ,..; Pi" Then it is possible to show that the Laplace transform of x converges in
some half-plane Re z > y, and that (5.6) holds for Re z > y. Divide (5.6) by
z + (l(z), and use Theorem 3.4 to get

(5.7)

x(z)

= b(z) }gl
n

(z - p
Z _

z~

)pj

(x o + l(z)),

where bE Ll(R+ ; p), and Po is a constant satisfying Re Po < p*. Expand the
product in (5.7) to get

x(z)

= b(Z)( 1 + "i.l31)z -

z)-/) (x o + l(z))

[,j

= b(Z)( Xo + l(z) + "i.l31,}FJ)z))
[,j

for some constants PI,}, I ,..;j"'; n, 1 ,..; I,..; Pi' Thus,

x = xob + b * f+ "i.PI,}b * FI ,},
[,}

and this implies that x E LOO(R+; p). (Note that b E L'f/(R+; p) since both band
b' belong to L I( R + ; p) and (2.1) holds for s, t E R + .) Once this is known it follows
from (1.2) that also x' E L OO( R+ ; p). This completes the proof of the first claim in
Proposition 5.2. To get the two remaining claims one argues in exactly the same way
as above, but replaces LOO(R+ ; p) throughout by L'f/(R+; p) or LI(R+; p). 0
The versions of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 one gets by taking p == 1 are essentially
contained in [17, §§5-6].
In [14, Theorem 8(a)] R. K. Miller proves a system version of Proposition 5.2
(without weights). He uses a remainder theorem instead of a quotient theorem, and
therefore his approach requires more smoothness of the transform of the kernel than
our approach does.
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We also observe that it is possible to have a trade off between the order of
smoothness of the transform of the kernel and the orders of the zeros of j( z). In
particular, we have
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let a E LI(R+; p), and let the function 1 + a(z) have finitely
many zeros zl, ... ,zn in II of (integral) order PI, ... ,Pn' In addition, suppose that for
each}, 1 ~} ~ n, there exists an integer sl' 0 ~ Sj ~ Pi' so that 1 + a(z) is smooth of
order Pj + Sj at Zj' Let f and x be locally integrable and satisfy (1.1). Then f E LI( R + ; p)
and for each}, 1 ~} ~ n, J( z) is smooth of order Pj and has a zero of order at least
Pj - Sj at Zj if and only if for each}, 1 ~} ~ n, there exists a polynomial qj of degree at
most Sj - 1 so that

(5.8)

x(t) -

n

~ q/t)e ZJ1 E LI(R+; p).
j=1

Here we have used the conventions that q/t) == 0 when sf = 0, and that the
requirement that J( z) have a zero of order at least zero when 'Sj = Pj is vacuously
satisfied. Since the transform of the function F;jt) defined in (5.5) satisfies
Ft,/z) = J(z )(z - z)-t for Re z ;;;. Re zJ' it is easy to see thatJhas a zero of order at
least Pj - Sj at Zj if and only if F;,j E LI(R+ ; p) for 1 ~ I ~ Pj - Sj' Clearly, when
Sj = 0 (1 ~) ~ n), Proposition 5.3 reduces to the LI(R+; p) version of Proposition
5,1, whereas the conclusion that (5.8) holds in the case where Sj = Pj (1 ~) ~ n) is
essentially the LI-remainder result discussed earlier in this section.
The proof of Proposition 5.3 is similar to the proofs of other results in this section
and will not be given. Of course, there is a corresponding result for equation (l.2). In
addition, one can obtain results similar to Proposition 5.3 but with the integrability
conditions replaced by 0 or 0 growth conditions as in Propositons 5.1 and 5.2. For
early versions of O(p(ttl) and O(p(ttl) remainder results, see [10] where the
necessary smoothness of the transforms is a consequence of moment hypotheses. The
precise formulation of 0 and 0 analogues of Proposition 5.3 in the present setting is
left to the interested reader.
6. Increasing the weight through positive order dependence. Our next results are
based on the following idea: If both a(z) and (djdz)rna(z) are locally analytic on II,
then both a(t) E LI(p) and tma(t) E LI(p) and, hence, a E LI«(l + It Im)p(t )).
Suppose that in a neighborhood of Zo E II, cp(z) = I/;(z, PI(Z), ... ,Pk(Z)) with I/;
and J-!I"" ,J-!k as in Definition 2.1. Then

and this expression is locally analytic provided not only P/z) but also the derivatives dP/z)jdz are transforms of measures in M(p). This requirement is equivalent
to
(6.1 )
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or, in the absolutely continuous case,

f(1

(6.2)

+ltl)p(t)la;(t)ldt <

00.

Thus, if all the measures and functions used in the representations of cp at different
points satisfy (6.1) or (6.2), then both cp(z) and dcp(z)ldz are locally analytic. If
moreover cp( (0) = 0, then cp is the transform of a function a( t) satisfying

f (1 + I t I) p( t) Ia ( t) I dt <

00.

However, this result is not new in the sense that we could have obtained it directly
from the fact that the measures and functions in the representations for cp belong to
M(PI) and LI(PI)' respectively, where PI(t) == (1 + It I)p(t).
The situation is different if the dependence of the analytic function I/; on some of
its arguments is of order at least m as in Definition 4.1. Here one can allow different
orders of dependence on the different arguments, but for simplicity we treat only the
case when the dependence of I/;(z,gp ... ,gk) on gj (l",;;;;j",;;;;k) at a point
(zo, P-I(ZO)" .. ,P-k(zO» is at least a common number m. Then one can write I/; in the
form
(6.3)

I/;(z, gl, .. ·,gk) = I/;I(z)

+ (z

- ZO)mI/;2(Z, gl,· .. ,gk)

(cf. the proof of Lemma 4.2). To see what the final result will look like, let us argue
formally as follows. Differentiating (6.3) m times, one gets an analytic function of z
and of (z - ZO)Ip-)/)(Z) (0"';;;; I",;;;; m, 1 ",;;;;j"';;;; k). The inverse transform of (z - zoyp-)/l
equals (dldt - ZO)/( -t)ldp)t), so if we want (dldz)mcp(z) to be locally analytic at
zo, then we must require something like (dldt - zo/tldp)t) EO M(p) (0"';;;; I",;;;; m,
1 "';;;;j"';;;; k).
Actually, a slightly weaker condition suffices. For every p, 0",;;;; P ",;;;; I, the
function (z - zoyp-)/)(Z) may be regarded as an analytic product of (z - zO)/-p and
(z - Zo )pp-;/)( z). It follows that we may fix arbitrary integers Pj'! satisfying 0 ",;;;; hi ",; ;
I, and regard (dldz)mcp(z) as an analytic function of z and of (z - zo)htP-yl(z)
(0"';;;; I",;;;; m, 1 "';;;;j"';;;; k). Thus, we arrive at the following condition, which has to be
satisfied by each measure P,i

(6.4)

{

For each 1 = 0,1, .. . ,m there exists an integer p, 0 ",;;;; P ",;;;; I,
such that (dldt - zo)Ptldp,(t)

EO

M(p).

Here (dldt - zo)P stands for the differentiation operator
(6.5)

d - Zo )P
( dt

=

P (P)
~
q (-zo)P - q (d)q
dt
q=O

= e Zot (d)P
dt e- zot ;

i.e., one takes the sum of derivatives of tldp,(t) indicated in (6.5), or equivalently, one
differentiates e-zottldp,(t) P times, and then multiplies by e Zot . For P > 0, interpret
the differentiations in the distribution sense, or equivalently, suppose that p, is
induced by a sufficiently smooth function (i.e., one whose (p - 1)th derivative is
locally of bounded variation), compute the first p - 1 derivatives in the usual way,
and interpret the pth derivative as a measure derivative.
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Before we continue, let us remark that if Zo
p = 0 in (6.4), then one gets

= 0, and if one chooses either p = lor

(~)'t'dJ-L(t)EM(P)

(6.6)
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(O,,;;;I";;;m)

and

(6.7)
respectively. Similar conditions occur in §5, and these particular ones are used later
in this section.
At points different from Zo negative powers of (z - zo) also are analytic, so for
these points the restriction p ,,;;; I in (6.4) may be deleted. The same is true at infinity,
where we also need the following absolutely continuous version of (6.4), which is
applied to the functions a q , I ,,;;; q,,;;; n, in Definition 2.l.

(6.8)

{

For each I = 0, I, ... ,m there exists an integer p ? 0
such that (d/dt - zo)Pt'a(t) E Ll(p).

Here the same conventions are used as in (6.4).
THEOREM 6.1. Let <p(z) be locally analytic on II with <p(oo) = O. In addition,
suppose that at the point zoE II <p has a representation <pC z) = !J;( z, fi 1(z ), ... ,fi k( z
where the order of dependence of !J;(z, ~l"" '~k) on each of ~l"" '~k at
(zo, Pl(ZO),··· ,Pk(ZO» is at least m, and where the measures Ilj satisfy (6.4). At points
of IT different from Zo, suppose that <p has representations involving only functions a q
and measures J-Lj satisfying (6.8) and (6.4) (without the restriction p ,,;;; I), respectively.
Then <p is the transform of a function a E L1(Pl)' where Pl(t) = (1 + It Im)p(t).

»,

Before we prove Theorem 6.1, let us apply it to the problems which motivate it. In

[12] Jordan and Wheeler study the resolvent equations

and
r;(t)

+ faCt
o

-

s h(s) ds = 0,

As we observed in §5, if a E Ll(R+; p) and 1 + a(z) =1= 0 or z + a(z) =1= 0 for
Rez? P*, then r 1 or r2 , respectively, belongs to Ll(R+; p). However, Jordan and
Wheeler observe (roughly) that if limt~oc aCt) =1= 0, then r 1 and r2 converge to zero
faster than if a E Ll(R+; p). In this case a t1- Ll(R+; p), so we cannot use directly
the forms (5.2) and (5.3) for the transforms of the resolvents if we want to apply
Theorem 6.l.
Assume, as in [12], that p* = 0, and suppose that
aCt) = ao(t)

+ JfldIl1(S) + ... + (m-I)!J
1
fI(t
o

o

- s)m-l dll (s)
rm

,
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where the function a o and the measures fLl" .. ,fLm satisfy (6.8) (with p .;;; l) and (6.4)
with Zo = 0, respectively. Moreover, suppose that limt~oo rmf~ a(s) ds =1= 0, or equivalently, !Lm(O) =1= 0. Write the transform <Pl(Z) of rl(t) in the form
<Pl(z)

= a(~l) = 1 1+a z

zm/[!Lm(z)

+ Z!Lm-I(Z) + ...

+zm(ao(z)

+ 1)].

Clearly, at the point (0, ao(O), !Ll(O), ... ,!Lm(O» the dependence on the transforms
used in this expression is of order at least m. Thus, the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 is
satisfied at Zo = 0. At points of II different from zero, suppose that 1 + a(z) =1= 0,
and write
<Pl(Z) = 1 - l/[ao(z)

+ 1 + Z-I!Ll(Z) + .,.

+z-m!Lm(z)].

It is clear that this expression is locally analytic, and that a o and the fLj satisfy the
hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 at these points. Thus, rl(t) E Ll(R+ ; (1 + tm)p(t».
To get [12, Theorem 1] from the preceding argument, take m = 1, let a o be Jordan
and Wheeler's a l and note that (6.7) holds, and let dfLl(S) be their a;(s)ds and note
that (6.6) is satisfied. Theorem 2 of [12] may be obtained in the same way if one
replaces the function <Pl(Z) by <P2(Z) = (z + a(z)r l, and assumes that z + a(z) =1=
for Re z ;;;. 0. Theorem 3 of [12] follows essentially from the discussion in §5.
We now return to the proof of Theorem 6.l. We begin by proving the identity

°

(6.9)

(z-zoY!L(l)(z)=[(:r-zor(-t)'dfL(t)]'(z),

zEII\{zo}'

LEMMA 6.2. Let fL E M(p), and (d/dt - zo)pt'dfL(t) E M(p), where p and I are
nonnegative integers, and Zo E II. Then !L is I times continuously differentiable on
II \ {zo}, and (6.9) holds.

Here we define the derivatives in the obvious way; namely, if <P is defined on II
and Zl E II, then
d
1
(6.lO)
-d <p(z)lz=z\ =
lim --(<p(z) - <P(ZI))'
z

z~z\,zEI1

z - zl

In particular, in the interior of II we get the usual complex derivative.
PROOF OF LEMMA 6.2. Choose r E R, p* .;;; r';;; p*. Then, by (2.10), e-rtdfL(t) is a
finite measure, whose Fourier transform 1J r satisfies 'TIr(w) ==!1(r + iw) (w E R).
Thus t'e-rtdfL(t) induces a tempered distribution, whose Fourier transform equals
i''TI~/), where the differentiation should be interpreted in the distribution sense.
Define fLr to be the distribution

fLr = (:r
=

f

q=O

+r-

zo rt'e-rtdfL(t)

(~)(r-zoy-q(:rrt'e-rtdfL(t).

Then the distribution Fourier transform of fLr equals the distribution
p

~ (~)(r - zo)P-q(iw )qi''TI~')(w)
q=O

= (iw

+r-

zoYi'fLV)( w).
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zo)P = e(Zo-r)t(d/dt)pe(r-zo)t, we observe that
P,r = e- rt (

~

- Zo rt1dp,(t),

and so by the hypothesis and (2.10), p, r is a finite measure. Let p denote the measure
(d/dt - zo)pt1dp,(t); then the Fourier transform of P,r equals v(r + iw) (w E R).
Thus,
(6.11 )
for - 00 < w < 00 if r =!= Re zo, and for w =!= 1m Zo if r = Re zoo The right-hand side
of (6.11) is a continuous function of w, as long as r + iw =!= zo, and this implies that
1/ r is I times continuously differentiable for r + iw =!= Zo (see [1, p. 106]). Thus, (6.11)
is also true in the classical sense for r + iw =!= zoo Substitute 1/rCw) = (l(r + iw) in
(6.11) to get
(6.12)

(r + i w - Zo Y( -

i

d~ ) 1{l (r + i w) =

(-

1) 1V(r + i w )

for r + iw ElI \ {zo}.
This is almost the same as (6.9). The only difference is that in (6.12) one uses
derivatives in the imaginary direction rather than derivatives in the sense of (6.10).
Of course, if p* = p*, then (6.9) and (6.12) are equivalent, and the proof is complete.
If p* < p*, then one may use a general complex function argument to strengthen
(6.12) to (6.9). If Zo is an interior point of II, then {l and v are analytic at zo, and
(6.12) then shows that v has a zero of order at least p at zoo In particular, the
function

(6.13)
is continuous on II, and analytic on the interior of II. If Zo is a boundary point, then
it is still true that the function I/; defined in (6.13) is continuous on II \ {zo}, and
analytic on the interior of II. The interior of II is simply connected, and this implies
that the function I/; has an lth order integral function 1/;(-/), whose lth derivative
equals 1/;. By (6.12), (6.13), the analyticity of (l and 1/;(-1) in the interior of II, and
their continuity on II \ {zo}, we obtain I/;(-I)(Z) = (l(z) + p(z) for z ElI \ {zo},
where p( z) is a polynomial of degree at most I - 1. Thus, {l is I times continuously
differentiable on II \ {zo} (in the sense of (6.10», and (6.9) holds as claimed. D
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1. By Proposition 2.3, cp = a for some a E LI(p).
Let z E II \ {zo}. Then by the hypothesis and Lemma 6.2, cp is m times continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of z, and cp(m) is locally analytic at z. At
infinity cp has a representation of the form

cp(z) = 1/;( z-I, al(z), ... ,an(z), {ll(z )/z, ... ,(lk(Z )/z),
where I/; is analytic at (0,0, ... ,0), and a I' ... ,a n' P, I' ... ,p, k satisfy (6.8) and (6.4)
(without the restriction p ,;;;; I). By Lemma 6.2, one may differentiate cp m times, and
one gets an analytic function of z-I, a~I)(z) (0 ,;;;; I,;;;; m, 1 ,;;;; q,;;;; n), and of {l)l\z)/z
(0';;;; I,;;;; m, 1 ';;;;j';;;; k). Moreover, still by Lemma 6.2, cp(m) is locally analytic at
infinity.
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At Zo cp has a representation of the form (6.3), valid in a neighborhood U of zoo
Again, by Lemma 6.2 and the hypothesis, cp is m times continuously differentiable
on U \ {zo}' Starting from (6.3) one can show inductively that cp(l) (0 ,,;;; I,,;;; m) is of
the form
(6.14)

in U \ {zo}, where tTl is analytic at zo, and tT2 is an analytic function of z and of
(z - zoyp,(r)(z) (0";;; r";;; I, 1 ";;;j,,;;; k). In particular, by (6.4) and Lemma 6.2 (recall
;

-

the discussion preceding (6.4)), 1/;2 is continuous at zo, and so it follows inductively
from (6.14) that cp is also m times continuously differentiable at zoo Moreover, cp(m) is
locally analytic at zoo Define 1/;( z) = cp(m)( z) (z E IT). Then I/; is locally analytic, and
1/;( 00) = O. By Proposition 2.3, there exists a function b E L'(p) such that I/; = 6.
To complete the proof it suffices to show that b( t) = (-1 )ma( t).
Choose an arbitrary rE[p*, p*] (e.g. r = p* will do). Then by (2.6), the function
e-r1a( t) is integrable. Thus, (- t)me-r1a( t) induces a tempered distribution, whose
Fourier transform equals cp(m)(z), restricted to the line Rez = r. On the other hand,
this is also the Fourier transform of e-r1b(t). Thus, (-t)ma(t) = bet). 0
7. On the use of nonintegrable functions in locally analytic representations. In this
section we extend our results to include the situation where some of the functions or
measures used in the representation for cp(z) do not belong to L'(p) or M(p).
We use the standard conventions 1/00 = 0, 1/0 = 00, a + 00 = 00 (a =1= 00) and
a . 00 = 00 (a =1= 0). The expressions 00 + 00, 00 / 00 and O· 00 are undefined. As
usual, we say that I/; a " ~2" .. '~k) is analytic at (11" 112" .. ,11k)' where some of the
components 11} may be 00, provided that we can write I/;a" ~2"" '~k) =
tTa ,-', ~t', ... ,~t') in a neighborhood of (11" 112'" . ,11k) where tT is analytic at
~ 2' " ... ,~t)· Here the exponent - 1 is used at precisely those components for
which 11; = 00.
DEFINITION 7.1. Let 0 be a function defined on IT possibly assuming the value 00.
We say that 0 is extended locally analytic at Zo E IT if 0 is locally analytic (in the sense
of Definition 2.1) at Zo when O( zo) =1= 00, and 1/0 is locally analytic at Zo when
O(zo) = 00. We call 0 extended locally analytic when it is extended locally analytic at
each point of IT.
Clearly, the function O( z) = z is extended locally analytic. We remark that an
equivalent definition would result if we were to replace O(zo) = 00 in Definition 7.1
by O(zo) =1= O.
Our first result gives a sufficient condition for a function cp to be extended locally
analytic.

a,' "

THEOREM 7.2. Let cp be defined on IT possibly assuming the value 00. Suppose that at
each point Zo E IT, there exist extended locally analytic functions 0" O2 , , , , ,Ok' and a

function I/; a " ~2" .. '~k) analytic at (0,( zo), 0i zo),· .. , 0k( zo)) so that in a neighborhood of zo'

(7.1 )
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if cp(zo) =1= 00, while
(7.2)
ifcp(zo) = 00. Then cP is extended locally analytic. If, in addition, cP is complex-valued
on II, then cp is locally analytic on II, and cp is the transform of an element of V(p). If
also cp( 00) = 0, then cp is the transform of a function in L I( P).
As usual, the number k and the functions t/; and OJ may vary from point to point in
Theorem 7.2.
The proof of the first part of Theorem 7.2 is a trivial consequence of the
definitions of local and extended local analyticity together with the fact that
compositions of analytic mappings are analytic. Of course, the last part of Theorem
7.2 follows from Proposition 2.3.
A first indication of the usefulness of Theorem 7.2 is the fact that it may be
applied to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the resolvent r l or r 2 ,
defined by (1.5) and (1.6), to belong to L I( R + ; p) in the case where a or f.L does not
necessarily belong to L I( R + ; p) or M( R + ; p).
Specifically, let p be a weight on R+ , and let a be a locally integrable function on
R+ such that e-S1a(t) E LI(R+) for each real s > p*. In addition, assume that for
eachy E R,
a(p*

+ iy) ==

lim+a{s

s-p*

+ iy)

exists as a value in the extended complex plane. Finally, assume that a( z) --> 0 as
Z ..... 00 in II. The class of such kernels a will be denoted by S(R+ ; p*). We have
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let a E S(R+; p*). Then r l E LI(R+; p) if and only if a(z) is
extended locally analytic on IT and I + a(z) =1= 0 for z E II.

We remark that if a E S(R+; p*) and r l E L(R+; p), then a fl LI(R+ ; p) if and
only if a( z) = 00 for some z satisfying Re z = p*. (a( z) is always finite for z in the
interior of II whenever a E S(R+ ; p*).) On the other hand, under the same
assumption, a( z) = 00 for some z satisfying Re z = p* if and only if a fl
LI(R+; e- P• 1). Thus, those functions a fl LI(R+; p) whose resolvents belong to
LI(R+; p) cannot be integrable even with respect to the weight e- P• I •
To prove Proposition 7.3 recall that the function CPI defined in (5.2) is the Laplace
transform of r l . Thus, if a is extended locally analytic on IT and 1 + a(z) =1= 0 for
z E II, Theorem 7.2 with CPI(z) = t/;(a(z» == a(z)[l + a(zWI yields that CPI is the
Laplace transform of a function in LI(R+; p); hence, r l E LI(R+; p) by uniqueness
of Laplace transforms. Conversely, if r l E LI(R+; p), we first observe that 1 + a(z)
=1= 0 for z E II by taking transforms in equation (1.5). Next, note that CPI(ZO) = I at
precisely those points Zo E II where a(zo) = 00. Then by writing a(z) =
CPI(Z)[l - CPI(ZW I in a neighborhood of Zo E IT if a(zo) =1= 00, and lja(z) =
[1 - CPI(z)]jCPI(Z) in a neighborhood of Zo E II if a(zo) = 00, we can apply
Theorem 7.2 to deduce also that a is extended locally analytic on II.
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We next turn to the corresponding result for the differential resolvent r2 . Let
T(R+ ; p*) consist of those locally finite Borel measures /-t on R+ such that
e-std/-t(t) E M(R+) for each s > p*, and which also have the properties that
t1(p*

+ iY) ==

lim+t1(s

s-p*

+ iy)

exists in the extended complex plane for each y E R, and that t1( z) --> t1( (0) (finite)
as z ---> 00 in II.
The result for r2 is somewhat different from Proposition 7.3. It is true that if t1 is
extended locally analytic on II and z + t1( z) =1= 0 for z E II, then both r2 and r;
belong to LI(R+; p); to obtain this conclusion simply apply Theorem 7.2 to the
Laplace transforms <P2 and <P3 of 2 and given by

r

<P2 (

z) = [z

+ t1 ( z ) r I ,

r;

<P3 (

z) = - t1 ( z )[ z

+ t1 ( z )] -I ,
z + t1( z) =1= 0

respectively. On the other hand, if r2 E LI( R + ; p), then
for z E II,
and, by Theorem 7.2 again, t1 is extended locally analytic on II. But even if r; also
belongs to LI(R+; p), one cannot use Theorem 7.2 to deduce that t1 is extended
locally analytic at infinity. However, the condition r; E LI(R+; p) does imply that
<p/oo) = 0, and then it follows by Theorem 7.2 that t1(z)/z = -<P3(z)[1 + <p/zW I
is locally analytic at infinity. Moreover, by writing <P2(Z) = z-I[l + t1(Z)/ztl and
<p/z) = -[t1(z)/z][l + t1(Z)/Z]-1 in a neighborhood of Zo = 00, we see that, at
Zo = 00, the condition that t1(z) be locally analytic can be weakened to t1(z)/z is
locally analytic, and the conclusion that r2 and r; both belong to LI(R+ ; p) still
follows. Thus, we have
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let /-t E T(R+; p*). Then r2 and r; both belong to LI(R+; p) if
and only if t1(z) is extended locally analytic on II, t1(z)/z is locally analytic at infinity,
and z + t1(z) =1= 0 for z E II.

To further illustrate the usefulness of Theorem 7.2 we briefly discuss how our
methods can be used to easily obtain a recent result of G. Gripenberg [5] on the
integrability of the matrix resolvent R, defined by R(t) + R * A(t) = A(t), t E R+ ,
of a system of Volterra integral equations. Here A = (a jk) and R = ('ik) are n X n
matrices of locally integrable functions.
In [5, Theorem 1] Gripenberg assumes that pet) == 1, and that there exists an
element a E Sn where Sn == symmetric group on {I, ... ,n} so that

(7.3)
Under this assumption he gives necessary and sufficient conditions for R( t) to
belong to LI(R+), i.e., for rjk E LI(R+) for I ";;;;'j, k,,;;;;, n. For the precise statement
of this theorem, we refer the reader to [5, Theorem I], but, roughly, the necessary
conditions include hypotheses which insure that the components ajk of A that do not
belong to LI(R+) have Laplace transforms that, in the terminology used here, are
extended locally analytic on IT = {z I Re z ;;:;. O} U {oo}.
The following elementary lemma lays bare the reason for the assumption (7.3) if
one uses local analyticity to investigate the integrability of R( t). In [5] Gripenberg
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gives examples which show the complications that arise when assumption (7.3) is
dropped.
LEMMA 7.5. Let H = (Tljk) denote an n by n matrix of constants in the extended
complex plane. Define the matrix-valued function 'I' = (tf;jk) by

'1'(:::) = :::adj(I + :::)/det(I +:::)
where::: = (~jd. For each component tf;jk to be an analytic function of (~II'· .. '~nn) at
( TI 11' ... , TIn n), it is necessary and sufficient that (i) there exists a E Sn so that TI jk ¥= 00
for k ¥= a(j), and (ii) I det(l + :::) I II jEJ I ~j(J(j) I-I is bounded away from zero for
(~ll'· .. '~nn) in a neighborhood of (TIll'· .. ,Tlnn) where J == {j: TljlJ(j) = oo}.

The proof of Lemma 7.5 is an elementary consequence of the fact that
det(I +:::) =

~ (signr)(SIT(l) + ~IT(I)) ... (SnT(n) + ~nT(n»)'

rESn

and the definition of analyticity of the functions tf;jk at (TI II' ... ,Tlnn) when some of
the coordinates are infinite (see the beginning of this section).
Propositions 7.3 and 7.4 show that extended local analyticity of a or p, is the key
question to be decided when using transform methods to determine whether the
resolvent r l or r2 defined by (1.5) or (1.6), respectively, belongs to LI(R+ ; p) in the
case where a or p, does not belong to LI(R+; p) or M(R+; p). Unfortunately, it is
difficult to determine whether a given function or measure has an extended locally
analytic transform.
In the case where pet) == I for t E R+ and II = {z I Rez;;;' O}, we have the deep
result due to Shea and Wainger [16, Theorem 2, Condition (6)]. They assume that
cp(z) = tf;(z, a(z)) with aCt) = bet) + f3(t) where bE Llloc(R+), b t/. LI(R+) is
nonnegative, nonincreasing and convex on (0, 00), and f3 E LI( R +). (Actually [16,
Theorem 2, Condition (6)] also requires that tf3( t) E LI( R +); this assumption is
removed in [11].) The function tf; is analytic on {( z, a( z)) I ZEIT} with tf;( 00,0) = 0,
and the conclusion asserts that cp is the transform of a function in LI(R+). Since
1 + b(z) ¥= 0 for z E II, Shea and Wainger's result may be applied in the special
case where tf;( z, w) = w(l + w I and f3( t) == 0 to yield that the resolvent r l of a = b
belongs to L1(R+). Thus, by Proposition 7.3, b is extended locally analytic on IT,
and, in particular, l/b is locally analytic at z = O. Of course, the general case of [16,
Theorem 2, Condition (6)] now follows from this result by our Theorem 7.2 with
~(z, b(z), t3(z)) == tf;(z, b(z) + t3(z)).
Shea and Wainger's proof of the fact that the resolvent r l of a nonnegative,
nonincreasing and convex kernel is integrable is based on a classical theorem of
Hardy and Littlewood concerning Fourier transforms of functions in the Hardy
space HI of the upper half-plane 1m z ;;;. O. Rephrasing this part of Shea and
Wainger's proof in the terminology of this paper, we get

r

PROPOSITION 7.6. Let cp be continuous on {z I Re z ;;;. O} and analytic in {z I Re z >
O}, and suppose that cp restricted to the line Re z = 0 is local~v absolutely continuous. If
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there exists an integer k

(7.4)

~

0 such that

cp(z) = O(lzn

(z

~

00;

Rez

joo (1 +lwlrklcp'(iw)ldw <

~ 0),

00,

-00

then cp is locally analytic on {z I Re z ~ O} with respect to V(R+). If (7.4) holds with
k = 0, then cp is also locally analytic at infinity.

To get the local analyticity on {z I Rez ~ O}, define l[;(z) = (1 + zt(k+2)cp(z),
and use the argument in [16, pp. 323-324] (withiI(z) = l[;(-iz» to show that l[; is
the Laplace transform of a function a EO LI( R +). Thus cp( z) = (1 + z )k+ 2a( z) is
locally analytic on {zIRez~O} with respect to V(R+). The proof of the local
analyticity at infinity when k = 0 is very similar. Let a be the inverse Fourier
transform of _cp'(iW), and use the argument in [16] to show that aCt) = tb(t), where
b EO LI(R+). Now Gel) and cp(z) have the same derivative in {z I Re z > O}, so their
difference there, and hence in {z Re z ~ O} by continuity, is a constant. Thus,
cp(z) = cp(oo) + b(z), and cp is locally analytic at infinity.
Proposition 7.6 enables us to complete the discussion of Hannsgen's [8, Theorem
1.1] begun in §5. Hannsgen assumes that his function f, restricted to the line
Re z = 0, is locally absolutely continuous at the origin, and his proof shows that
Proposition 7.6 may be applied. In particular, f is locally analytic at the origin.
Observe that by replacing Hannsgen's application of the Hardy-Littlewood theorem
by Proposition 7.6 one can drop Hannsgen's additional assumption r(iw) =
0(1 w I- k ) (w ---. 0, w EO R; k being a nonnegative integer).
Some other conditions which imply that l/b is locally analytic at z = 0 (with
pet) == 1) when b ti LI(R+) may be found in [5, Theorem 4].
Sharp results similar to [16, Theorem 2, Condition (6)] and Proposition 7.6 for
weighted spaces are not available at this time. However, a number of papers [7, 18,
4] and most recently [6] give 0 estimates for the rates of decay as t ---> 00 of the
resolvents r l or r2 of certain classes of nonintegrable kernels. Clearly these estimates
can be used to show that the resolvents of such a kernel belong to an appropriate
weighted space LI(R+ ; p). In particular, in [6, Theorem 2] it is shown that the
integral resolvent r l satisfies

I

(7.5)

whenever a EO L\oc( R +) is nonnegative, nonincreasing and convex on (0, (0), with
-a' convex on (0, (0), aCt) ---> 0 as t ---> 00 and a ti LI(R+). We remark that this
result of Gripenberg gives the sharp estimate that rl(t) = o(t-(l+m) (t ---> 00) in the
case where aCt) = t m- I, 0 < m < I (actually, limhootl+mrl(t) exists and is nonzero). On the other hand, when aCt) = (1 + t)-I, then (7.5) becomes rl(t) =
0« t log ttl); this estimate is not sharp as it is not difficult to show that for this a,
rl(f) = O(t-I(log t)-2).
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the case where a locally
analytic function cp has fractional order zeros on the boundary of II. As we observed
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in §3, while the zeros of cp in the interior of IT are of finite integral order, the zeros of
cp on the boundary of IT need not be of integral or even finite order.
We consider only the case where pet) == Ion R+; thus, LI(p) is LI(R+), p* = 0
and IT = {z IRe z ;;;. O}. For any mER and w E IT, w m denotes the principal mth
power of w, namely, wm = I w 1m exp(im arg w) where - 'TT /2 ~ arg w ~ 'TT /2. Let f
denote the gamma function f(m) == Jooo tm-Ie- t dt (m > 0). As we have observed,
the resolvent r l of aCt) = tm-I/f(m) (0 < m < 1) satisfies t(l+m)rl(t) -" f3 =1= 0
(t --> (0). In particular, r l E LI(R+) and Proposition·7.3 yields that d(z) = z-m or,
equivalently, zm is extended locally analytic with respect to (w.r.t.) V(R+). Clearly,
if Re Zo = 0, then ezota(t) has Laplace transform (z - zotm and resolvent ezotrl(t)
E LI(R+); thus, Proposition 7.3 again yields that (z - zo)m is extended locally
analytic W.r.t V(R+). Finally, since (z - zo)k is always extended locally analytic for
any integer k, (z - zo)m+k is extended locally analytic W.r.t. V(R+). Thus, we have
LEMMA

7.7. Let Zo satisfy Re Zo = 0 and m be a real number. Then (z - zor' is

extended locally analytic w.r.t. V(R+).

We pause to remark that, in contrast to integral powers of z, fractional powers of
z need not be extended locally analytic W.r.t. weighted spaces. In particular, as
Proposition 7.3 and the discussion preceding Lemma 7.7 show, zm (0 < m < 1) is
not locally analytic W.r.t. V(R+; p) at zero whenever pet) is a weight on R+ with
p* = 0 and Jooo(1 + t)-(m+l)p(t) dt = 00. Also, it is easy to see that if
liminft~oot-mp(t) > 0 for some positive integer m, and Rez o = 0, then (z - zor is
not extended locally analytic W.r.t. V(R+; p) at Zo for -m < y < m and y non integer (because (z - zoP is not smooth of order m at Zo W.r.t. V(RT) for fractional
values of y, 0 < Y < m).
Let Zo satisfy Rez o = 0, cp be locally analytic W.r.t. V(R+) at Zo, and m be any
positive number. We define Zo to be a zero of cp of order at least m or a zero of cp of
order m just as in Definition 3.1, the only difference being that the requirement that
m be a positive integer is now omitted. Similarly, a singularity (pole) of order at most
m at Zo satisfying Re Zo = 0 or a singularity of order m at Zo is defined as in
Definition 3.2 where again the requirement that m be a positive integer has been
relaxed to m being a positive number. Clearly, Lemma 3.3 still holds for fractional
order zeros and singularities on Re z = O.
Using the above definitions of fractional order zeros and singularities on Re z = 0,
we easily get the following extension of the criterion in Proposition 5.1 giving the
nature of the integrable perturbations in equation (l.l) which give rise to integrable
solutions x.
PROPOSITION 7.8. Let a E LI(R+), and let the function 1 + d(z) have finitely many
zeros z I' ... ,z n in IT of order m i (where m j is a positive integer when Re Zj > 0).
Suppose that x and f are locally integrable and satisfy equation (1.1). For 1 ~ j ~ nand
0< I ~ m i , define

(7.6)

F

I,j

= -1-

f(l)

it
0

(t - s) 1--1 ez/t-s)f(s) ds

'

t

>

o.
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Then x E L1(R+) if and only if f and F;.} belong to L1(R+) for 1 :r;;;;j:r;;;; nand
o < I:r;;;; mj" Here I is restricted to integral values when Re z} > O.
The corresponding result for equation (1.2) is also valid.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 7.8. The proof that x E L1(R+) implies that f and F t ,}
belong to L1(R+) for I :r;;;;j:r;;;; n, 0 < I:r;;;; m} (with I integral when Re z) > 0) is
completely similar to the proof of the corresponding portion of Proposition 5.2 and
is left to the reader.
Conversely, assume thatf and FmJ'} (1 :r;;;; j :r;;;; n) belong to L1(R+). Define

f(z)

qy(z)=l+a(z)

(ZEll\{ZI,· .. ,Zn})·

Then qy is locally analytic on II \{ZI"" ,zn} and qy(oo) = O. Moreover, in a neighborhood of z} (1 :r;;;; j .;;; n), we may write

qy(z) = Fm)./z)(z - z})m;(1

+ a(z)t

= Fm;./z)-.J;izrl,

where, by the definition of a zero of order m}, -.J;/z) == (z - z;>-mj(l + a(z» is
locally analytic and nonzero at z = z}' Thus, qy is locally analytic at z j (1 :r;;;; j .;;; n);
hence, by Proposition 2.3, qy(z) = b(z) for some bE L1(R+). Since the Laplace
transform of x converges and (1 + a(z»x(z) = fez) holds in some half-plane
Re z > y, we see that x( z) = qy( z) = b( z) for Re z sufficiently large; hence, x = b
E L1(R+). 0
8. Remarks on local analyticity on M(p). In this section we consider the weighted
space of measures M(p), and state and prove an analogue of Proposition 2.3
appropriate to this setting. We then indicate how this result can be used to analyze
equation (1.7).
Let t-t E M(p) and decompose t-t into its absolutely continuous, discrete, and
singular parts t-t = t-ta + t-td + t-ts' Denote by a(t-t) the spectral radius of t-t, that is,
a(t-t)

=

lim IIt-tn*lll/n
n~oo

where t-t n* is the n-fold convolution of t-t with itself. Define
(8.1)

K(t-t) =

{w

E C

Ilw - JlAz)l.;;; a(t-t,) for somez

E IIr

Here the bar denotes closure.
Let C)]C(p) denote the maximal ideal space of M(p) and recall that if t-t E M(p)
and ME C)]C(p), then the Gelfand transform t-t(M) satisfies 1t-t(M) I.;;; a(t-t) [3, p.
36]. Also, let C)]Ca(P) C C)]C(p) denote the collection of all absolutely continuous
maximal ideals. Then C)]Ca(P) can be identified with II, and if z E II and M z is the
associated element of C)]Ca(P)' then t-t(MJ = Jl(z) [2, p. 58; 3, p. 176; 9, p. 148].
Note that K(t-t) is compact and nonempty, and that the distance from (i,(z) to K(t-t)
tends to zero as 1z 1--> 00 in II since (i, a( z) --> 0 <I z 1-> (0) and 1(i,,( z) I.;;; a( t-t s)' Thus,
we can make the following
DEFINITION 8.1. We call a function qy defined on II pseudo locally analytic (M(p» if
at each point Zo E II it is locally analytic in the sense of Definition 2.1, and if ,here
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exist measures ILl"" ,ILk E M(p) and a function !f;(z, ~I"" '~k) analytic in a neighborhood of (0, K(ILI), ... ,K(ILk» such that <p(z) = !f;(Z-I, J11(z), ... ,J1k(z» in a deleted neighborhood of infinity in II.
We remark that, in contrast to Definition 2.1, Definition 8.1 does not require that
<p(z) tend to a limit as z -> 00. An example illustrating this is provided by setting
p( t) == 1 and <pC z) = §x( z) where 8x is the unit point mass measure at a point x =1= O.
Theorem A, §2, specializes Theorem 1 of [3, p. 82] to the ring V( p), and our proof
of Proposition 2.3 reduces to showing that a function locally analytic (Definition 2.1)
is locally analytic [2] (i.e. in the sense of Definition 1 [3, p. 82] using the ring V( p
In the same manner, suppose we can show that every function <p defined on II which
is pseudo locally analytic (M(p» can be defined on the entire maximal ideal space
0lL(p) in such a manner that the extension is locally analytic in the sense of
Definition 1 [3, p. 82] using the ring M(p). Then we can apply Theorem 1 of [3, p.
82] specialized to the ring M(p) to get

».

PROPOSITION 8.2. Let <p be pseudo locally analytic (M( p
unique measure IL E M( p) such that <pC z) = !1( z) (z E II).

».

Then there exists a

The proof given below is adapted from [2, pp. 63-65].
PROOF. That IL is unique, if it exists, follows from the fact that !1(z) (z E II)
determines IL uniquely [2, p. 64; 3, pp. 176-177; 9, p. 149].
At every point z E II, Definitions 8.1 and 2.1 are equivalent and IL(Mz ) = J1(z).
Thus the proof that <pC M z ) = <pC z) is locally analytic at each M z E 0lL a( p) is a
simplification of the first part of the proof of Proposition 2.3 and is omitted.
We still have to show that we can define <p on 0lL(p) \ 0lLaCp) in such a way that it
becomes locally analytic there. As before, set e( t) = exp« p* - l)t) (t ;;;. 0), e( t) = 0
(t < 0), and note that since e induces an absolutely continuous measure in M( p ),
e(M) = 0 for ME 0lL(p)\0lL a (p) [2, p. 64; 3, p. 178; 9, pp. 148-149]. By
Definition 8.1 we have <p(z) = !f;(Z-I, J11(Z), ... ,J1k(Z) for all z in a deleted neighborhood Uoo of infinity in II. Define

f{W'~I""'~k)=!f;( 1 + (Wp* and observe that

1) W

'~I""'~k)'

f is analytic in a neighborhood of (0, K(ILI)""

,K(ILd), and that

Changing the notation slightly, if M is the maximal ideal corresponding to a point
z E Uoo' then we have
(8.2)
We claim
(8.3)

(j=l, ... ,k)

for every M E 0lL(p) \ 0lLaCp). Assume this for the moment. Then we can use (8.2)
(with e(M) = 0) as a definition of <p(M) for every ME 0lL(p) \ 0lL a (p). This means
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that (8.2) holds for every M E U, where U = Uoo U {~(p) \ ~a(P )}. The complement of U is compact, hence closed, so U is an open subset of ~(p). In particular,
U is a neighborhood of every M E ~(p) \ ~a(P). In other words, cp is also locally
analytic at every M E ~(p) \ ~a(P)' and Proposition 8.2 follows from [3, p. 82].
We still have to show that (8.3) holds. Write /Lj = /Lja + /Ljd + /Ljs' Then, for
M E ~(P)\~a(P), /Lja(M) = 0, l/Lji M ) I,,;;; a(/Ljs)' and /Ljd(M) belongs to the
closure of the set {PjAz) 1 z E II} [2, pp. 61-62; 3, p. 172; 9, pp. 147, 150]. This
implies that (8.3) holds. 0
Using the fact that a(/Ls) ,,;;; II /L s II, one obtains a sharpened version of Satz 7 of [2]
(with II /L s II replaced by a(/Ls) in the statement of that result) as an immediate
corollary of Proposition 8.2.
We remark that we may replace a(/Ls) in (8.1) by

(8.4)

P(/L.) =

inf

aEL'(p)

a(/Ls

+ a)

and use these modified K(/L)'s in Definition 8.1. Since 1/LiM) I,,;;; a(/Ls + a) for
every M E ~(p) \ ~a(P) and a E LI(p), this leads to a somewhat sharper verison
of Proposition 8.2.
Since at points Zo E II Definitions 8.1 and 2.1 are identical, we can treat the
notions of zeros, poles and smoothness at such points, as given in Definitions 3.1, 3.2
and 3.5, in the present context. The obvious analogues (replace [a + a(z)] with p.(z)
in the conclusions) of the first parts of the quotient and remainder Theorems 3.4 and
3.6 clearly hold.
We conclude with a discussion of how the theory presented here can be used to
obtain and extend Theorem 3.1 of [13] dealing with equation (1.7). Let p(t) be a
weight on R+ satisfying the normalizing assumption p* = 0 (which, as we noted in
§5, causes no loss of generality). In addition we now make the assumption that p(t)
is non decreasing on R+ . Jordan and Wheeler study locally integrable solutions x of
(1.7) when /L and/belong to M(R+; p) and LI(R+; p), respectively, and p.(z) has a
finite number of zeros z I' ... , Zn in {z 1 Re z ;;. O} none of which is equal to zero. The
zeros of p.( z) on Re z = 0 are all assumed to have order at most M for some fixed
positive integer M. Also, each of /L and / is assumed to satisfy a combination of
moment and monotonicity conditions which imply, by Lemma 4.3, that p.( z) and
j(z) are smooth of orders 2M and M, respectively, on Re z = 0, z =1= O.
Finally, Jordan and Wheeler assume that the discrete and singular parts of /L
satisfy inC 00 <y< 00 1PAiy) I> II /L s II, and that [p.( z Wi is bounded on {z 1Re z ;;. O}
except near the zeros of p.( z).
Since p is nondecreasing on R+ , it can be extended to be a weight on all of R by
defining p(t) == 1, t < 0, [10, p. 598], and then /L (extended to a measure on R by
defining it as the zero measure on (-00,0)) belongs to M(R; p). We note that for
this extension p* = p* = 0 and that II = {z j Re z = O}. Thus, cp(z) = [p.(ZWI
(z E II) is such that we can apply the analogue of Theorem 3.6 in this setting to get
Po E M( R; p) and constants PI .j determined by the zeros of p.( z) on Re z = 0 such
that
po(z) =

[p {z

)r

l -,--

"iPI./Z - Zjr/,
I.j

z

E

II.
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We remark that only the Zj on Re Z = 0 occur in the above sum, and that I ,,;;; I,,;;; M
here. Now, since [fi,(zWI is bounded on {z IRe z ;;;. O} away from the zeros of fl(z),
we can use a modification of a function theory argument due to Paley and Wiener
[15] (see [10, pp. 600-601] and replace Po there with vo ) to obtain v E M(R+ ; p)
and additional constants f31,j determined by the principal parts of [fl(zW I at the
poles Zj satisfying Re Zj > 0 so that
(8.5)

v{Z)

=[fl{z)r l - "i.f3 I)z -

Zjrl,

Rez;;;' O.

t,j

Of course, the sum in (8.5) is taken over all zeros Zj of fl( z) in Re z ;;;. O. Finally,
since i( z) exists for all z with Re z sufficiently large, we can take Laplace transforms
in (1.7), and use (8.5) together with the fact that}(z) is smooth (w.r.t. V(R+; p» of
order at least M on Re z = 0, z =1= 0, to conclude by Proposition 2.3 that x( t) may be
expressed as a finite sum of products of polynomials and exponentials, plus a
remainder term in LI(R+ ; p).
Analogues of Propositions 5.1 and 5.3 for equation (l.7) also hold; we leave their
formulations and proofs to the reader.
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